Fluorescence lifetime and spectral study of the acid expansion of bovine serum albumin.
The fluorescence lifetimes of the tryptophan residues of bovine serum albumin were measured in the native and acid-expanded conformation. A three-exponential process is required to fit the fluorescence decay data. The results are interpreted empirically in terms of two emitting species. The emission at longer wavelength (360 nm) has slower rates of decay than that at shorter wavelength (325 nm). For both emitting species the average lifetime decreases when the N-F transition occurs and shortens further when the protein expands. Rotational correlation times, derived from the decay of the fluorescence anisotropy of the tryptophan residues, suggest that longer emission wavelengths are associated with somewhat shorter correlation times. There is no certain indication of any independent motion of the tryptophans in any conformation, although some very fast process, perhaps Raman scattering, appears to occur. On acid expansion the long correlation times decrease to around 10 ns in the fully expanded form. Static quenching experiments using I- or acrylamide suggest a greater average exposure of the tryptophans when the protein is most greatly expanded. This is despite the fact that the fluorescence emission maximum shifts to shorter wavelength under these conditions. Also, there is no difference in accessibility to quenching between the longer and shorter wavelength emissions.